Hybrid particle swarm optimization and tabu search approach for selecting genes for tumor classification using gene expression data.
Gene expression data are characterized by thousands even tens of thousands of measured genes on only a few tissue samples. This can lead either to possible overfitting and dimensional curse or even to a complete failure in analysis of microarray data. Gene selection is an important component for gene expression-based tumor classification systems. In this paper, we develop a hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO) and tabu search (HPSOTS) approach for gene selection for tumor classification. The incorporation of tabu search (TS) as a local improvement procedure enables the algorithm HPSOTS to overleap local optima and show satisfactory performance. The proposed approach is applied to three different microarray data sets. Moreover, we compare the performance of HPSOTS on these datasets to that of stepwise selection, the pure TS and PSO algorithm. It has been demonstrated that the HPSOTS is a useful tool for gene selection and mining high dimension data.